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ABSTRACT: For many years, silicon micro-strip detectors have been successfully used as tracking
detectors for particle and nuclear physics experiments. A new application of this technology is to
the field of particle therapy, where radiotherapy is carried out by use of charged particles such as
protons or carbon ions. Such a treatment has been shown to have advantages over standard x-ray
radiotherapy and as a result of this, many new centres offering particle therapy are currently under
construction - including two in the UK. The characteristics of a new silicon micro-strip detector
based system for this application will be presented. The array uses specifically designed large
area sensors in several stations in an x-u-v co-ordinate configuration suitable for very fast proton
tracking with minimal ambiguities. The sensors will form a tracker capable of giving information
on the path of high energy protons entering and exiting a patient. This will allow proton computed
tomography (pCT) to aid the accurate delivery of treatment dose with tuned beam profile and
energy. The tracker will also be capable of proton counting and position measurement at the higher
fluences and full range of energies used during treatment allowing monitoring of the beam profile
and total dose. Results and initial characterisation of sensors will be presented along with details
of the proposed readout electronics. Radiation tests and studies with different electronics at the
Clatterbridge Cancer Centre and the higher energy proton therapy facility of iThemba LABS in
South Africa will also be shown.
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1. Introduction1

The use of proton beams in radiotherapy is a well established technique that is increasingly being2

used as an option for patients who require radiotherapy [1]. Instrumental to the planning of any3

program of radiotherapy is a good imaging modality that can deliver accurate information on the4

patient’s anatomy and in particular the accurate location of the target volume. For proton therapy,5

this is carried out by an x-ray CT scan from which the proton stopping power of the tissue can6

be derived and the necessary range of the treatment beam calculated. During this conversion from7

x-ray imaging to proton stopping power an uncertainty in the proton range is introduced, of order8

1-3mm [2]. This arises from variations in density along the proton path [3] and inaccuracies in the9

excitation energy or I-value assumed for the tissue [4], as well as from the stopping power conver-10

sion method itself [5]. Uncertainties in the proton range increase the amount of dose delivered to11

the healthy tissue surrounding the cancer which can result in unwanted side effects and can pre-12

vent the treatment of cancers close to critical structures where if this uncertainty could be reduced,13

proton therapy would be an increasingly credible solution. These uncertainties could potentially14

be reduced if the stopping power of the beam could be calculated directly i.e. by using protons for15

imaging as well as for treatment [6]. In order to carry out this technique (referred to as proton com-16

puted tomography, or simply pCT), a device that can accurately measure the trajectory and energy17

loss of protons as they pass through an object for many different projections is needed [7] [8] [9].18

The PRaVDA Consortium [10] aims to construct a prototype of the first fully solid state pCT scan-19

ner using silicon detectors for both the tracking and energy-range measurements of protons. This20

paper will focus on the silicon strip tracker, which builds upon technology developed for the high-21

luminosity LHC and is designed to demonstrate that high-precision directional information on the22

path of protons can be used in conjunction with a energy-range measurement to perform a pCT23

scan.24
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Figure 1. The proposed PRaVDA setup. Inset: Strip detector tracking station with x-u-v configuration.

2. Tracker Design25

2.1 Tracker requirements26

The PRaVDA silicon strip tracker is comprised of twelve detectors that form four tracking stations,27

two in front of the patient and two behind. In each station there are three detectors placed at 60◦ in28

an x-u-v configuration [11]. This allow for high fluences to be measured with minimal ambiguities29

(more than one possible hit location for each event) see Fig. 1, such that a reliable assessment of30

the size shape and fluence of a treatment beam can be made with a short acquisition time. The31

tracker will operate in two modes; treatment mode, and patient imaging or pCT mode. During32

the treatment mode a beam stop is placed in front of the range telescope to shield it from the high33

fluence, while the tracker is used to monitor the beam size, shape and fluence such that 1D & 2D34

dosimetry maps can be delivered to the user. During the imaging mode the whole system is read35

out at with a much lower fluence to ensure that as many protons as possible can be tracked and36

accurately measured in the range telescope, acquiring an image with the lowest possible dose.37

2.2 Sensor layout38

Each silicon strip detector is made from 150µm thick n-in-p silicon and has 2048 strips, 102439

read out on each side of the detector by eight ASICs. Each strip has a pitch of 90.8µm and a40

length of 4.8cm and its metal layer is capacitively coupled to its implant with a measured coupling41

capacitance of 122pF. A polysilicon resistor, measured to be >2MΩ connects each strip to the bias42

rail of the detector. The layout of the sensor can be seen in Fig. 2 with the active area of the43

detector shown to be 93 × 96 mm2. Detectors were fabricated by Micron Semiconductor Ltd. [12]44

with technology choices following closely those taken for the upgrade of the ATLAS experiment45

at the high-luminosity LHC in order for the sensor to be radiation hard in a clinical environment up46

to doses of around 5×1015 n eq/cm2 [14][15].47

Eighteen detectors have been received and tested so far, each with a nominal thickness of48

150µm. The depletion voltage is ∼50V but detectors tested on the probe stations have been found49

to have leakage currents of ∼10µA or less at six times this voltage. Such electrical properties are50

important not only for assessing the quality of the delivered detectors, but also in determining how51
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Figure 2. Wafer layout with active area labeled
and test structures at the edges.

Figure 3. PRaVDA detector with partial readout
for source and beam tests.

much heat will be generated by the tracker. This can impact on the noise in the electronic readout52

and what kind of cooling solution might be needed.53

2.3 ASIC design54

In order to readout the detectors in the tracker a new ASIC has been commercially designed by55

ISDI Ltd. [13] known as RHEA (Rapid High-speed Extended ASIC). It is a binary chip with a56

double threshold for each channel allowing for two particles per channel per readout frame and57

therefore high occupancy in the detectors, particularly useful for when the tracker is operated in58

treatment mode. Along with the x-u-v configuration of the tracking stations, the double threshold59

allows measurements of large area beams at high fluences with minimal ambiguities, which is60

important for fast beam quality assurance during treatment mode. For example, it was found using61

simple Monte Carlo methods that with up to 30 particles per frame there is an ambiguity rate of62

∼8% whereas using orthogonal planes and a single threshold 2 particles per frame would give an63

ambiguity rate of 100%. In order to set appropriate ranges for the two thresholds, measurements64

with a smaller 1cm2 150µm thick sensor with similar strip pitch were taken using the BEETLE [16]65

ASIC and ALiBaVa readout [17] which delivers analogue data. Two measurements were taken for66

beam energies of 191 MeV and 60 MeV at iThemba LABS, South Africa, which are the maximum67

and minimum beam energies available from the accelerator and similar to the expected energies that68

the tracker will measure before and after the object (phantom) that will be imaged. This allowed69

an investigation of the size of proton clusters formed in the detector as a function of threshold70

for both energy settings. The results for this, as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, give the ranges of71

threshold 1 and threshold 2, which were chosen to be: 2,000 - 10,000 e−, and 20,000 - 160,00072

e− respectively. The choice of specific thresholds values within these ranges will impact on the73

efficiency of the tracker and hence the total dose necessary to acquire an image. Data for selected74

thresholds will be discussed in Section 3, and typical cluster width plots with these thresholds can75

be seen in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The choice of threshold also has an impact on the precision of the76

tracking and is made such that the majority of events have a cluster width of one, minimising the77
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effect of tracking uncertainty on image quality, and also for compatibility with the RHEA read-out78

constraints.79

Figure 4. Cluster width as a function of thresh-
old for a 191 MeV proton beam.

Figure 5. Cluster width as a function of thresh-
old for a 60 MeV proton beam.

During treatment mode all channels will be read out every 100µs to allow 1D and 2D beam80

profile histograms to be made whilst in pCT mode it will be possible to read up to four channels81

per ASIC with signal over threshold at 26 MHz (beam spill repetition rate at iThemba).82

3. Sensor Characterisation83

3.1 Measurements with minimum ionising particles84

In order to test the sensitivity of the detector to charged particles, 256 strips of a PRaVDA wafer85

(12.5% of the detector) were wire-bonded to two BEETLE [16] ASICs and read out using the86

ALiBaVa DAQ system [17]. The setup is shown in Fig. 3 inside a faraday cage where beneath87

the sensor a plastic scintillator is placed to act as a trigger for the readout. The sensitivity of the88

detector to minimum ionising particles was then tested in the lab using relativistic electrons from a89

90Sr source. From this measurement an absolute calibration was also obtained by assuming that a90

minimum ionising particle (MIP) produces a most probable value of 80 e-h pairs/µm in silicon [11].91

Since the wafer has a thickness of 155µm we expect the Landau distribution to have an MPV of92

∼12,000 e−. This data is shown in black in Fig. 6 with a threshold of 5500 e− applied to all strips93

and fitted with Landau function convoluted with a Gaussian. The cluster width distribution for this94

data is shown in Fig.7 from which it can be seen that most events (>90%) are only one strip wide.95

3.2 Measurements with low energy protons96

Using the same setup discussed above, the system was also tested using the Douglas Cyclotron at97

the Clatterbridge Cancer Centre. This is currently the only clinical beam in the U.K. and has been98

used for research as well as for the treatment of eye cancers for many years [18]. This experiment99

allowed the response of the detector to be assessed for a clinical beam of 60 MeV protons. The100

expected energy of protons emerging from the phantom and penetrating the second half of the101

tracker (Fig. 1) is expected to be close to this energy from simulation studies in GEANT4 [19],102
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Figure 6. Energy loss of MIPs (black) and 60
MeV protons (blue) in a 155µm PRaVDA de-
tector.

Figure 7. Cluster width for MIPs in a 155µm
PRaVDA detector with a threshold of 5500 e−

and thus this experiment served as a way to test the sensors down to the lowest energy particles we103

expect to see in the final system. The energy loss of the protons is shown as the blue data in Fig. 6104

with a threshold of 10,000 e− and with a fit using the same parameters as the data for MIPs. Fig. 6105

represents data from both very high energy and very low energy particles and is thus a good source106

of information on the limits of the signals that we can expect to have in the final system. We will107

not be able to measure such quantities in the final system, due to the fact that the ASIC will operate108

in a binary fashion delivering only the addresses of the strips that are over the prescribed thresholds109

rather than the energy deposited in the strips themselves. The thresholds that are selected for the110

detectors in the tracker will have an impact on the efficiency of the system as well as the precision111

of the tracking. Such considerations are important as they will influence the dose that is necessary112

to acquire an image. The cluster width for 60 MeV protons is shown in Fig. 8 with a threshold of113

10,000 e− and with a reduced single strip cluster fraction of ∼70%. The position distribution of114

the events is shown in Fig. 9 for a 3mm collimator.115

Figure 8. Cluster width for 60 MeV protons in
a 155µm PRaVDA detector with a threshold of
10,000 e−

Figure 9. Position distribution for 60 MeV
protons in a 155µm PRaVDA detector with a
threshold of 10,000 e−

4. Conclusions116

A new large area silicon micro-strip detector for medical applications has been presented along117
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with the general information on the ASIC that will be used for readout. The layout and operating118

modes of the tracker that the detectors will be assembled to make, has also been shown in Fig. 1119

and discussed. The design of the PRaVDA detectors is informed by the technology choices made120

for detectors at the upgrade of the ATLAS experiment at the high luminosity LHC [14]. This has121

allowed the production of detectors that are very radiation hard [15] in order to provide the same122

signal outputs in a clinical beam for many years, delivering precise information on the trajectories123

of protons to aid with imaging and beam quality assurance.124
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